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So you want to cloth diaper?
Whatever your reasons are for wanting to cloth diaper, be it environmental, economical and or health related I’d like to

help you become a successful cloth-diapering parent. There are so many wonderful cloth-diapering resources on the

web, chock-full of incredible and in-depth information (see some links below), so much so that it can be down right over

whelming to a newbie. This guide will give you the basics plus some tips that I learned after 15 months of cloth

diapering Ona. I’ll also provide a handy list of resources, retailers, popular products and a shopping list.

If you are only going to read one area of this post PLEASE READ PART 2 as it’s the tip that is most likely

going to help you successfully cloth diaper your child.

NOTE: This post does concentrate on what is called premium or modern cloth diapers because they are what I have

the most experience with and are the style of diapers that helped us become a successful cloth diapering family.
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Ona sporting a Charlie Banana pocket style cloth diaper

Ready to learn how to cloth diaper?

PPaarrtt  11::  UUnnddeerrssttaanndd  yyoouurr  ooppttiioonnss
You will want to do some research to figure out the style(s) of diapers and sizing system that you think will work best for

your family. There are several styles but we are going to concentrate on three of the most popular modern diapers to

get you started: All-In-One (AIO), Hybrid/All-In-Two (AI2) and Pocket diapers. I will also run you through diaper fits and

closures.

POPULAR CLOTH DIAPER STYLES

Pocket •

In my opinion pocket diapers are the most versatile and best option out there (This is why they are listed first). The

diaper cover has a pocket on the inside that is stuffed with inserts, usually one insert for smaller babies and multiple for

larger babies and sleep time. You can use the inserts that come with your diaper or third-party inserts or mix and

match. The way you stuff your diaper is totally customizable to your child’s wetting habits. The outer layer of the pocket

(part that touches your baby) is usually made of stay-dry fleece that keeps your baby’s skin dry by wicking away

moisture. The stay-dry lining is typically very easy for poop to roll right off of. Most diapers require you pull out the
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inserts before placing them in your diaper pail, which means touching pee soaked inserts, but all the other benefits

make up for this. When you change this diaper the inserts and cover are changed at the same time. You do not reuse

the cover. It’s best to stuff all your diapers when they come out of the wash so they are always ready to go.

Recommended Pocket Diapers

FuzziBunz – $19.95 | comes with 1 insert | Fit: one-size small 7-30lbs and one-size large 10-45lbs | Closure: snaps

Charlie Banana - $21.99 | comes with 2 inserts | Fit: one-size 6-35lbs | Closure: snaps

bumGenius 4.0 Pocket – $17.95 | comes with 2 inserts | Fit: one-size 8-35lbs | Closure: snaps and hook and loop

All-In-Ones (AIO) •

This style diaper is the closet to disposable in that the diaper is all one piece. You put this diaper on your baby, take it

off when it’s soiled, wash and repeat. No stuffing or fussing. This style of diaper tends to be most popular for daytime

use, with partners who aren’t fully on the cloth diaper bandwagon and with childcare providers who aren’t familiar with

cloth diapering. A lot of AIOs now offer an option to add an extra insert to customize the absorbency making them

more suited for nap and bedtime use. If you are going to go the AIO route exclusively consider looking for diapers that

offer this feature. One downsize to several of the AIO’s on the market is that because the absorbent layer is sewn into

the cover they can take a long time to dry and don’t wash as thoroughly. Some newer AOIs are sewn together so that

the absorbent layers can separate for washing and drying; this is also great to look for.

Recommended AIO Diapers

bumGenius Elemental Organic - $24.95 | Fit: one-size 8-35lbs | Closure: snaps

bumGenius Freetime – $19.95 | Fit: one-size 8-35lbs | Closure: snaps and hook and loop

Blueberry Basix AIO - $23.95 | Fit: one-size 10-35lbs | Closure: snaps

All-In-Two (AI2) / Hybrid •
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This style of diaper is similar to an AIO but the absorbent soaker is not sewn to the cover. This allows for a few different

conveniences 1) shortened dry time, 2) the option to only change the soaker and re-use the cover, 3) options for a

disposable soaker when available. Most often the diaper cover and inserts are sold separately and in some cases you

can use prefolds or other soakers in place of the manufactures option. I know a lot of people love the Grovia Hybrid

shell with prefolds. While reusing the cover sounds like a great idea, I found it was easier to just change the entire diaper

once Ona became a heavier wetter, but not everyone feels this way.

Recommended AI2 / Hybrid Diapers

Flip – $14.95 for cover and inserts starting at $14.95 for 3 | Fit: one-size 8-35lbs | Closure: snaps

Grovia Hybrid – $16.95 for the cover and inserts starting at $16.95 for 2 | Fit: one-size 8-35lbs | Closure: snaps and

hook and loop

Best Bottoms – $16.95 for the cover and inserts starting at $3.95 | Fit: birth-35lbs | Closure: snaps and hook and loop

FIT: SIZED VS. ONE SIZE
Sized diapers tend to have a more accurate and less bulky fit and range in sizes from newborn to large. Some brands

only offer two sizes that will cover your baby from newborn to potty trained while others offer up to four. You will use

these diapers for less time then you would a one size diaper so they should last longer and be in better shape for your

next child or to sell. You will end up purchasing more small-sized diapers then you will larger diapers since you will

change less diapers a day as your child grows. One size diapers on the other hand grow with your child from around

8lbs to 35lbs with some brands offering up to 45lbs. Sometimes even an 8lb or 10lb baby looks like they are swimming

in a one size diaper, but this time period is pretty short and the diaper should still be effective. The benefit and why we

use one size is because you don’t have to worry about buying more diapers as your child grows. A bonus feature to

look out for in sized diapers is adjustable leg holes that use elastic you can adjust to fit your baby. Both the Fuzzibunz

and Charlie Bananas offer this option.

CLOSURES: HOOK AND LOOP VS. SNAPS
Take this advice from me and skip the hook and loop closures. While it seems very convenient and allows you to get a

super snug fit especially when your baby is small it tends to wear out over time and just gets plain gross. You also have

to worry about securing your hook and loop tabs before washing so they don’t snag and daisy chain – it’s a total pain.

Oh, and when your toddler figures out they can easily take off their diaper, you will find them in their crib naked and

laying on wet sheets. Snaps are the way to go. If you are really set on hook and loop, Grovia diapers have the most

superior hook and loop on the market. And later if you regret your purchase, you can mail your Grovia shells back to
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Cloth Crew. On the right: Ona sporting another Charlie Banana in my favorite print The William. In the middle Z who was

exclusively cloth diapered in pocket style diapers before she was potty trained and on the left, Ezra who is a part-time

cloth diapered kid who also uses pocket diapers.

Grovia and for $5 they will put snaps on them – totally genius.

PPaarrtt  22::  TTrryy  bbeeffoorree  yyoouu  bbuuyy
I meet so many parents who say they tried cloth diapers but the style of diapers they were using didn’t work for some

reason or another. This isn’t very surprising given there is NOT one diaper that will be great for every baby or even every

lifestyle. We personally LOVE the Charlie Banana pockets diapers, but in my circle of cloth diapering friends I don’t

know anyone who uses them. In fact, I don’t know any two parents who have the same stash of diapers. There are just

so many brands and styles to choose from. This is actually what makes cloth diapering so great. You can find the

perfect diaper for your baby no matter how chubby their thighs are or how heavy of a wetter they are.

Buying several different styles and brands of diapers just to find your favorites wouldn’t be very economical so I’d like to

tell you a little secret. You can trial diapers risk free! Crazy right? This is what I did when Ona was a newborn. We

actually had her in disposables in the very beginning while we tried out diapers from the online retailer Nicki’s Diapers.

They offer a killer cloth diaper trial program called 15 Day Wash™. You can try any of the cloth diapers they sell for 15

days, if you don’t love them, wash and return them for a full store credit. No penalties! If you no longer think cloth

diapering is for you, use your credit towards the long list of other baby gear they offer. If you are looking to do a longer
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Part of our cloth diaper stash consisting of bumGenius Freetime AIOs and Charlie Banana Pockets

trial or don’t want to tie your money up in one place, Diaper Junction and Kelly’s Closet both offer similar trial programs

but for 30 days and they give you a full refund for returned diapers. However, their programs only allow you to choose

from a curated list of their top sellers. If you really want to try out Fuzzibunz as a part of one of these programs they are

no longer being offered:( However, Fuzzibunz is now offering a 90-day money back guarantee. This is a new program

that I personally have no experience with but seems worth checking out. If you want to try out the Charlie Bananas you

may have to just buy a couple and sell them if you don’t like them. None of the trial programs I know offer them.

After trialing with Nicki’s we really loved the Grovia Hybrids and bumGenius Freetime diapers. Those are what made up

most of our stash for the first year until one day I purchased a Charlie Banana diaper and fell in love. I had so many

friends say how great pocket diapers were but they seemed like too much fuss since you have to stuff them. Turns out

that just means you have so many more absorbency options and they dry so much faster. I ended up selling my Grovia

Hybrids on eBay and recouping most of the cost I needed to buy a stash of Charlie Bananas on sale at Target. The

second diaper market is pretty amazing. Most cloth diaper online retailers have a section for gently used cloth diapers,

eBay is flooded with them and used baby store usually have a few. You can also swap diapers with friends or online.

One great benefit to buying used besides the cheaper price tag is there is no need to prep the diapers.

PPaarrtt  33::  SShhooppppiinngg  lliisstt
Now that you have decided on the diapers that are right for your family, how many do you need? What accessories
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should you consider?

Diapers •

It’s nice to have at least 24 diapers to get you through two days assuming your child is still less than one year old and

still requires frequent changes. The minimum I would recommend is 18, but it all really depends on how often you want

to launder your diapers. We have about 30 in our stash and that basically means I do a load of wash every 3.5 – 4 days

now that Ona is 18 months old. If you are still not ready to make that kind of investment, buy four or five diapers to start

and work them into your routine. Once you feel more comfortable you can order more. You will spend between

$65-$100 a month in disposables so it doesn’t take long for your cloth stash to start saving you. Average cost of 24

one-size diapers: $480

Wipes •

If you are cloth diapering it’s a small effort and investment to also use cloth wipes. They are super effective and very

gentle on your baby. We used cloth wipes, the Grovia brand for about the first year but got lazy and now use either the

Honest Company, Babyganics, Seventh Generation or Water Wipes. The Grovia wipes are really great and a good

value. It’s good to have 24-36 of these. You can make your own solution, buy it or just use water. Cost: $22-$33. 

on cloth wipes here.

Place to store your dirty diapers •

We have both a diaper pail with a reusable pail liner and a hanging wet bag. Both are not necessary but it’s nice to have

the pail where you do the most diaper changing and a wet bag in another part of the house close to where diaper

changes may happen (usually a bathroom). You will also need a travel wet bag for your diaper bag. We love all the

Planet Wise bags, but these bags by Logan and Lenora are insanely cute too. Cost: $65 for all three wet bags plus cost

of diaper pail.
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Diaper sprayer •

This product is a sprayer that attaches to your toilets supply line and is used for spraying poop off diapers. It’s super

easy to install. This is not a must have but when you need it you will really want it, plus it will come in handy for other

household tasks like spraying off your plunger. You don’t need to purchase this if you child is exclusively breastfed since

breastfed poop is water-soluble and doesn’t need to be removed before washing. Once your child is on formula or

solids you will want to have this. Bumkins makes a good one. Cost: $50

Cloth diaper approved laundry detergent •

Please make sure to follow the diaper manufacturers instruction. Most manufacturers’ recommend washing your cloth

diapers in a detergent that does not contain enzymes, fabric softeners, whiteners, brighteners, fragrances or bleach. A

popular brand is Rockin’ Green or Tiny Bubbles. Cost:  around $15-19 a box.

Cloth diaper approved cream •

We love, love, love the Grovia Magic Stick All Natural Diaper Ointment and now it comes in a mini stick

safe and is so convenient. It dispenses in a large chap stick style tube that you apply directly to your baby’s bottom

(can’t share between babies). No mess, no rubbing in. It’s effective in preventing and healing diaper rash. Cost: $14 –

last a long time.
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Grand total: About $650 or way less than a year of disposable. Think about the
savings when you use your diapers on multiple kids?

PPaarrtt  44::  CCaarriinngg  ffoorr  yyoouurr  ddiiaappeerrss
Now that you have all these cool cloth diapers you need to make sure you are taking care of them so they will last for

your current baby, a second baby and maybe a third. Or maybe just to sell after your first:)

Prep your diapers •

The first thing you need to do when you get your new diapers is prep them. This basically means washing away any

manufactures residue or natural oils to help your diapers meet their maximum absorbency. Each brand of diaper will tell

you what they recommend for this process but a general rule of thumb is that natural fiber diapers like cotton and

bamboo require 5-6 hot wash cycles because of their natural oils while synthetic diapers may only require one wash

cycle. Technically if you have synthetic and natural diapers you should prep them separately so that the oils from the

natural diapers don’t get onto your synthetic diapers; though I’m pretty sure I never did this. The Dirty Diaper Laundry

blog has a ton of info on this. This process in my opinion is the most annoying thing by far about cloth diapering. I

would LOVE it if more companies followed Grovia’s lead and offer pre-washed inserts and soakers.

Poop •

Did you know you are supposed to flush down the toilet the poop from a disposable diaper rather than tossing it with

the trash? Crazy right? May as well just cloth diaper. The logic is that poop contains all sorts of bad stuff and when it’s

flushed it can be processed in a sewage treatment plant but when it’s tossed in the trash it sits in our landfills,

potentially contaminating our ground water. Some landfills today are “modern” and are supposed to be able to manage

this type of waste, but not all are. Plus, can they really keep up with the 27 billion diapers we dispose of annually?

Whatever the case is, buried somewhere on most diaper manufactures packaging or websites are the 

flush the poop.

If your baby is exclusively breastfed you are off the hook for a while. Breastfed poop is water-soluble and can go right in

the washer or landfill. The game changes when solids or formula are introduced; you will need to start flushing the

poop. This is where a diaper sprayer comes in handy. Caution: you will touch poop, it just happens. Certain diapers like

ones with stay dry fleece are easier to remove the poop from, it just sort of rolls off most of the time. The 

Hugger took the time to do a video on your options for removing poop, caution: real poop used. You can also consider

using a flushable insert so the poop can be easily removed, this is demonstrated in the video. Come on! You know you

want to watch it!. Little Tree Hugger – Thanks for doing the dirty work!

Washing •

Now it’s time to wash your diapers. Many cloth diaper resource sites give you general diaper washing instructions but

you really need to read the care instructions for your specific diapers since they are all different. Some advise using hot

water other advise against and so on. Please avoid the tempting sanitize cycle on your washer as it’s likely too hot for
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Tiny baby Ona rocking a Grovia Hybrid one size diaper (cat is not amused)

certain parts of your diaper like the cover and snaps. Never use bleach and always use a cloth diaper safe detergent.

Avoid fabric softener, it’s no good for you, your child or cloth diapers. If you have stains, bright direct sunlight is the

most effective method to get rid of them. Bleach can break down your diaper over time and isn’t the most gentle of

chemicals. A valuable tip I just learned is more detergent does not mean cleaner diapers. Excessive detergent can

cause build up in your soakers and can make your diaper less effective. A way of remedying build up or other matter in

your diapers is stripping them. Diaper stripping is a process of thorough washing that removes unwanted build-up from

your diapers like excessive detergent, ammonia, minerals or other nasty stuff. Some people say they never have to do

this; some do it once every few months. We just did it for the first time yesterday.

Drying •

If you are trying to be super green, line dry. We line dry occasionally for whitening purposes but we are a busy family

and the dryer is just more convenient. No judgment here, especially with how efficient dryers are these days.

PPaarrtt  55::  TTiippss
• Your first two months home with your baby are hard and exhausting. Give yourself a break and consider using

disposables during this time. It will be easier to deal with the umbilical cord since disposables won’t cover the stump.

This time will allow your baby to put on weight, which will help them fit better into a one-size diaper or allow them to
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skip the newborn fitted size which can be very short-lived. Once you are starting to feel sane again try out some cloth

diapers.

• It’s OK to have disposables for back-ups and vacations. Don’t feel bad about this. Do what you can.

• While organic cotton and organic fiber diapers are the most natural way to go they stain very easily, take a much

longer time to dry and need to be washed several times before the first use (prepping).

• Most diaper creams and oils should not be used with cloth since they affect the absorbency; The Grovia Magic Stick

is a great alternative and super affective and now there’s an on-the-go version.

• A wet bag is a great purchase even if you don’t cloth diaper. We use ours at the pool to bring home wets swimmies. I

imagine it will also come in handy during potty training.

• A reusable pail liner works great in your recycling bin eliminating the need for a trash bag.

• The Grovia cloth wipes make excellent wash cloths.

• If you want to touch less poop you can purchase flushable liners. They lay in the diaper so when your baby poops you

can just turn over the diaper and deposit the poop in the toilet, no spraying.

• If you know your baby’s poop schedule you can use liners more strategically. For example, Ona always poops after

break fast so I could use a liner for this diaper, but skip the liner for the next diaper.

• If you are using pocket diapers and your inserts have tags on them like the Charlie Bananas do, stuff them so that the

tags are together on the side where you pull them out of. This way when you are removing pee soaked inserts you can

grab them by the tags. So much nicer. See minute 1:30 of this video for an example.

• We don’t put disposable wipes in the trash, instead we either flush them or throw them in the diaper pail and even

wash them so they can be tossed clean. No poop in landfills or smelling up your trash can.

• It’s not always great to keep your diapers sealed air-tight in a pail. A little breathing room prevents strong ammonia

smells. I like to crack the pail a bit. I haven’t at all noticed the smell of stinky diapers because of this, probably because

the poop has all been flushed.

• Once your partner changes a few cloth diapers, they will be on board. My husband prefers them and thinks they are

easy and more effective.

PPaarrtt  66::  RReessoouurrcceess
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